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PROBLEMS OF LABOUR ORGANIZATION IN 
THE .MIDDLE EAST 

BY J. H. JONES, EsQ., M.P.

Report of a lecture given. on March 12, 1947, General Sir John Shea, G.C.B., 
K.C.M.G., D.S.O., in the C�air. 

The CHAIRMAN, introducing the lecturer, said : This is the second time we have 
had the privilege of having Mr. Jones to address·�us. He was to have spoken to us 
about a month ago, but unfort�nately �e w�s ill �t t�e-,time and could not come. I 
am glad to say he is -�ow �t agam, �nd 1s gomg this time to spea� on Some Problems 
of Labour Oi;ganizatJon �n the Middle East. I _have been hopmg that he would, 
possibly, have also someth10g_ to say on matters a little nearer home, because so many 
of us who have passed our lives in official or unofficial service in the Empire, and 
to whom ofren a twelve-hour day _was the rule rather than the exception, arc dismayed 
and confused by the state of affairs which we find in this country on our retirement 
here. There seems to be little dignity left in labour. The objective apparently is .a 
maximum of pay for a minimum of work. So many of the strikes seem selfish and 
senseless. There must surely be some other side to it all. I hope Mr. Jones will 
enlighten us, and so we welcome you, s4', on this occasion. 

I
. WOULD have preferred it had �y subje�t to-day been the problems
of our own cou�try rather than those of the Middle East. Labour
problems are difficult enough all over the world,. but we are nearer to 

our own, and in regard to our problems here I see and know them as an 
ordinary fellow who has been, at the behest of democracy, sent to Parlia-
ment right from the heart of industry. There are, as the Chairman has 
rightly said, two points of view, and, fortunat.ely,or unfortunately, many 
get their views from the daily press or some other source which �ay not 
be altogether accurate. There are always two sides to every question. 

To-day,•however, I am to speak on" Problems of Labour Orga11ization 
in the Middle East," a very delicate subject and by no means an easy one 
to" deal with. One can easily speak of the things one can see on the spot; 
it �s difficult to give first-hand information as to the position generally in 
the Middle East so far as the organization of labour problems there may 
be concerned. · Those problems are so varied and so complex that it is 
difficult to see them in their entirety. I doubt whether it would be possible 
t6 get an Arab, an Iraqi, a Palestinian Arab or Jew, or a Persian or 
anyone else who might be living in the heart of the. area concerned 
to come· before this audience and give a really authoritative outline of 
the whole field of their problems which would be accepted by everyone 
as true. Labour problems in the Middle East are, of course, serious 
problems so far as Great Britain is concerned. We have to face up to 
that. I wish we could persuade other nations themselves to face their 
own problems as we seem to have to face those of other nations on their 
behalf. It would make the world a happier place and we should achieve 
satisfaction much more quickly. It appea_rs to me that so far as Great
Britain is' concerned it has always been a matter of one-way traffic: twe 
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have passed out wealth, information and help without seeming to get 
anything passed back to us in time of need. 

This difficult subject of labour organization in the Middle East is one 
which affects our national and our international position, and _I want to 
make quite clear that what I am about to say is not what our Goverilme~t 
may be thinking. I do not know what the Government point of view 1s 
in regard to the Middle East; in fact, I do not believe the Government 
know exactly what they would like to say officially as to Middle East 
problems until . we get clarity in regard to the discussions now proceeding_ 
in -Moscow and satisfaction in regard to the position in P~lestine,. Persia, 
India an~ so .on. Therefore, I am expressing my own personal point of 
vie:w:_ You may not agree with me; if so, we shall have to disagree, but, 
I hope, leave this meeting as good friends. I shall try to put the position 
as 'I personally see it as a result of a study of the problems as and when 
I have had the opportunity to do so. · . . ·. · : 

.The information for talks such as this is obtainable from various 
sources. For instance, I recently had the privilege of speaking at length 
with the leaders of the Arab Palestine trade union movement. ·I have had 
th~ opportunity"of talking with the leaders of t~e Jewish P~lesdn: trade 
un.ton movement; also I have had the opportumty of speakmg with the 
leaders of the Persian trade union movement. The labour :problems seem 
to me to be looked at from different points of view even by the leaders 
of the various trade unions in the Middle East, with their various political 
lines of thought~ I have been looking carefully into a political and. indus
trial report on the Middle East during the war, and thirteen different 
organizations are concerned. It is not my job to take sides: I am neither 
anti-Jew and pro-Arab nor anti-Arab and pro-Jew. There is something to 
be said for both sides. I am, first and foremost, a Britisher with an outlook 
based on the desire to give help and to bring peace and prosperity to ·those 
very disquieted parts of the world. When gleaning and gaining informa
tio~ you .do often get the advanced or over-weighted point of view in each 
case. Indeed, when you are thinking of Persia, Turkey, Morocco and the 
other c~untries comprising the Middle East, it seems almost impossible 
to · obtain a middle-line point of view of what is best for a hation as such. 
It is most difficult to assess the true values from the point of view · of what 
we want to achieve; and when I say ". true values" I mean the real 
sensible 'values and outlook of the fair-minded person, of whatever nation
ality, who wishes to put first the interests of his nation as against ·the 
interests of some section inside that particular nation. I repeat that it ,is 
most difficult to get really authoritative information in order to be able 
to ascertain the definite point of view of a nation as such. For instance, 
with all our advanced thinking in this country after centuries of educa
tion and political thought, and the fights that have been necessary to 
achiev_e our obj~cts, he ~ould ~e a ?Old nian who attempted to say to-day 
what 1s the national point of view m regard to our own troubles in these 
isl~n<;ls; ,he would be a hold man who would care to say what he thought 
might happen to-m<;>rrow, or even to-night. · · · · . . 

As .~o the M~dd!e·_ East I woul? say;· whether looking at !t _as a troup_ of 
coontnes or as mdtvidual countries, the problems can be divided mto two 
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P:U:t~-pol~ti~al and .~conornic. The , uestion is which of the two is to 
re:<:-ve pnonty. consideration m the ~ddle East itself. Is .the Persian, 
for instance, gomg_ to concern himself first · with palitics as such and then 
tr~n -himse~f up to a degree of citizenship as a result of which he will 
demand 3: high_er stan~ard of life, having put something into the common 
~ool of his _nauon, or ts he going first to demand that higher standard of 
life_ not car~ng from whence the wherewithal comes so long as he gets _it, 
or is he going to try_ to co-ordinate the two and move in harmony with 
them?. Beca1:1se, whichever way we look at the problem, a co~ntry can 
only gi~e .to its people according to its economic capacity. It 1~ no use 
dem~nding a wage from -any industry unless the output of that m?ustry 
provides the wage. ~ am speaking now as one who-·was always paid not_ 
by the hour or week ~ut on output in the steel industry. If I m~de n~ 
steel I starved. That 1s not a bad system. There would be many in this 
country who would_have starved many years ago if it ha? been a q·uestion 
of. payment accordmg to _what they produced. But 1n regard to the 
Middle East my personal view is that because of the war, and because of 
the knowlec;lg~ these people now have as to what is taking place in Great 
Britain, Am~nca, Russia and elsewhere, they get to a point at which _they 
demand a high _standard of life without having created the wherewithal 
from which their _demand can be met. That sounds peculiar. In other 
words, they hav~ no~ yet through their citizenship, their industry or their 
industrial orgamzation put into the common pool of their respective 
nations what they are d~nianding out of that common pool. . That _creates 
a clash and trouble. It is necessary to consider how those difficulties and 
troubles can be overcome. . 
· The question_ is which should come first. Let us think fo_r ~ moment of 

the_ United S~ates, ~here there is a high standard of hvmg. There, 
politics are diametrically opposed to those who earn what forms the 
standard of life in the United States at the moment. There you have a 
capitali~tic g<?vernnient ~·control of a highly industriali~ed_ population, a 
population highly orgamzed and skilled in the art of knowmg when and 
how to strik~: !n the United_ States wage rates· keep_ o_n ri~ing e~er up~ards, 
and the pohuc1ans keep on increasing the cost of livmg JUSt slightly 10 ad
vance of the.- wage rates, so that the wages are chasing the cost of ~ving all 
the time, and sooner or later there will be a clash. Then there will be the 
desire on the part of the members of the various trade unions to have a 
form of government which will look after them; in the same way as we 
believe the clash came in this country, and we now have a form of 
government which, by law, safeguards what the workers and the unions 
have. achieved as a result of trade union activity. In the Middle East 
there .is not t~at i~dustrializatio~; the pe~ple h~ve ~ot ach~~ved, as yet,· 
what· we have m this country, a high techmcal skill, high busmess acumen 
and so on, out ·of which they can· expect to get their due reward, b~t they 
are asking for that" reward at the. moment. ·Most of ·the _people m the 
Middle East, as I see it, are demanding a,. standard of hfe as near as 
posstble equivalent to that about which -~ey have h_eard ru!'8ours, and 
indeed :nave · seen at dose quarters owmg to· th_e. occupauon by the 
American; British, Russian and other forces. 
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That raises the question as to what they are going to do, which of the 
actions is to come first. My own impression is that politic~ action 
generally follows industrial action. Therefore, we have to concentrate for
a minute on what the peoples of the Middle East are doing industrially. 
Many in this country have the id1.:a that the Middle East is just one great 
arid desert; that there is nothing in the Middle East except files, disease 
and ignorant people. We need to rid our minds of such ideas. When 
you have seen, as probably most of you here have done, what has been 
done in Palestine alone by the immigrants, the Zionist Jews if you like; 
when you have seen what has been · achieved in certain parts of Palestine 
in regard to the cultivation of the soil and the production from it; when 
you go down to the shores of the Dead Sea and see what is taking place 
there in regard to the reclamation of salts, sodium, bromides and so on, 
and then go to see what is happening in regard to phosphates and the 
developments taking place in Pale~ti!le itself, you have the lie direct to the 
idea that the Middle East is full of screaming people who wear loin 
cloths and spend half their time killing flies. On the other hand, if you 
expect to find 1;v.erywhere a highly industrialized, efficient set-up, wherever 
you care to go, then you will be disappointed. The Middle East is on 
the move; it is beginning to find out that it has its geological wealth; that 
it has wealth which can be exploited. Immediately you get industrial 
exploitation in any part of the world you get a movement on the part of 
the people to get their fair share of the wealth they are working to pro
duce. In other words, wherever there is industrial·exploitation or activity, 
call it what you will, there· will always be a desire on the part of the 
people engaged in the particular industry to get their fair share as a result 
of the labour they put into obtaining the various products. Y Oll .can go 
into the orange groves in Palestine and find Arab or Jewish labour ,which 
believes it is not getting a fair and square deal. You can go down to the 
Nile Delta, into the Sudan, into the cotton-fields, on the Egyptian State 
Railway, to Persi:i, to Morocco or other parts .of North Africa, wherever 
you go you will find, as a result of the advance in industrial knowledge, 
that the desire of the people is to get, more speedily than chose who own 
and control the various industries are prepared to give it, the standard of 
life which the pedf>le think they should have. Wherever anybody, even 
the members of a family, demand something sooner than they are entitled 
to receive it, somebody will have something to say about it. Wherever 
there is a desire for something which those in possession or control think 
shm1ld not be given so quickly, then there is industrial unrest. 

One could speak at great length as to the methods that are being 
adopted. The Arab tribesman, the Persian · tribesman, the educated 
Persian comes to England and is educated at Oxford or Cambridge. He 
comes to this country full of zeal and enthusiasm to learn our way of life, 
so that he shall take it back to be beneficial to the rest of his brothers and 
sisters in the nation in which he lives. Does it work out in that way? 
It has been proved time and time again that the fellow who gains know
ledge in 01:1r country often uses, it to exploit the lack of knowledge ~ his 
own country. Nobody can refute that statement. On the other hand, we 
have had many young people from this country-and indeed we should pay 
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tribute. to them-who have gone out to other lands and freely ~ven of 
their knowledge and service, to the great advantage of those countries. _ . 

· The question is how to avoid these industrial clashes and put ·matters 
right. We have Persia with her oil, her weaving and other crafts; Egypt 
with cotton and other potentialities. Last week I attended the mee~g 
of the executive committee· of my own trade union, and there I. read m 
detail exactly what amount of steel and iron is being produced m other 
countries where iron and steel production is taking place. I was. amazed . . 
to learn that in Egypt of all places they are going to put down an iron and 
steel works. Deposits of pyrites have been found that can now be e~
ploited and used for making steel there. Once they start making steel _m 
Egypt it will not be long before they commence to·:make their own texule 
machinery; it will not be long, following that, before there will be less 
cotton available for Great Britain's textile machinery. Whatever happens 
as a reslllt of industrial development in other countries has its effect, either 
adversely, ,or conversely to our benefit, in this country. Up to date I have 
seen very few things happen in other nations which have proved of real 
benefit to this country of ours, following upon the immediate request to 
this country for machinery and so on. Then there is the question of the 
phosphates, the bromides and other chemicals which Palestine is produc
ing. There are also the agricultural potentialities, and one reads with 
interest of the introduction of better quality cattle and poultry with a 
view to raising the standard of life in that area, and of course that has its 
effect upon us because so soon as other people are in a position to export 
pedigree cattle there will not be so great a demand for the export of the 
pedigree cattle produced in Great Britain. That gives you _some idea of 
how advancement in other countries affects our economy here. 

You might ask what has Africa got? It has a tremendous amount of 
geological wealth : ore deposits, coal and other geological wealth. In 
addition, Africa has an .enormous reserve of cheap labour. Do not forget . 
that. Cheap labour is exploited all over the world-in Japan, China, 
India, and also in our own country not so very many years ago. Those 
are some of the problems which we have to face. 

Turkey I know a little about, because I managed in a world-wide 
competition to obtain the offer of position of works manager of the new 
steel works owned by the State, run under nationalization and quite an 
efficient organization, which to-day is producing an enormous amount 
of good steel._ There is immense geological wealth in Turkey. I had the 
privilege of studyii:ig the surveyor's report, because I did not want to go 
to manage those works and find I would not be able to obtain the raw 
material with which to run the works. I was satisfied that there was 
sufficient geological wealth in Turkey of all types such.~s we have in 
Great Britain-coal, limestone, . ore, clays and so _on-enough to last 
probably for the next twenty, thirty or forty thousand years. Those who 
made the survey stopped bothering about it after they had satisfied them
selves that for the next two thousand years there was plenty available. 

As you probably will have realized, in order to meet this industrial 
developmen~ in other countries you get the institµtion of trade unions. 
I am not gomg to say that they are good trade unions. You also get men 
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banding thtmselves together to formulate ideas as to what rates .of eay 
they should receive in __ the industries in- which they are now beconung 
engaged. I spoke at lengt~ whe? . last I addressed th~ Society as to . the 
position of the Anglo-lraman Oil Company; wh~re 1t ~as found ~at 
rates of pay were higher than the average wages paid by ~nvate en:~erpnse 
elsewhere in Persia, and that was_ one reason why the Persian ·Government 
clamped down on the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company having a~ything m?re 
to do with the settlement of rates of pay, because, naturall~, 1f all Persian 
labourers decided to go where the best wage rates were paid, other enter
prises would be without a labour supply. That is happening in other parts 
of the Middle East. In Palestine, for instance, there are two types of 
trade union. There is the Arab trade union movement, which is con
fined to Arabs only, and in some cases will take in a Jew as a member 
but not a Zionist Jew; he must not be a Nationalist or Zionist, but he 
must be an ordinary fellow politically, satisfied with non-partition and 
so on. Then there is the Jewish trade union movement, dealing with 
exactly the same type of industries, working ~ide by side in the same 
factories, who will take an Arab, provided he is not anti-Zionist, into their 
ranks. There you have a clash of political thought operating inside trade 
union movements. A confusion in Palestine itself, and I add this in 
passing : it may be a good thing, looking at it from the anti-labour point 
of view-I do not know-that they have their private clash. I know 
American financiers and big bosses realize that it is a good thing to have 
the set-up they have in America, the C.1.O. against the F.L.O., and the 
Miners' Union; once those three great organizations come together 
with a common purpose the political bosses will have to look out, be
cause numerical strength when it goes to the ballot-box can do remark
able things, but there must be numerical strength backed by indivil:tual 
knowledge. That is another matter entirely. You have in Palestine 
trade unions set up which are antagonistic towards each othe·r. That may 
allo~ of a breathing space whilst they sort out their internal differences 
and until they get down to a knowledgeable state of affairs as to how a 
trade union should function and what its functions are. It is not true, 
by the way, that a trade union concerns itself only with getting a lot of 
pay for its members; that is one of its major objectives but not the only 
one. 

You may ask who are the North African Arabs and what do they do. 
The North African Arabs held their first conference in Cairo on Febru
ary 15, last month. They had there quite a galaxy of talent. They came 
to cert~in conclusions. For instance, they decided to· set up a Joint In
formation Bureau for the three North African countries, to be established 
in Ca~ro; an office fro~ which they_ are go_ing to send out any information 
affectmg the mutual interests of Arabs m the whole of North Africa. 
They are going to send delegates to the Preparatory Conference at Geneva 
and ~e Ara? Conference. The whole of the Arab world is having its first 
big 10~ernat1on~l conference and bringing Arabs_ from all the different 
countries to Cairo for the purpose in March, 1948. They are going to 
ask th~ Ar~b League to declare the protectorates of Tunisia and Morocco 
to be mvahd and also to apply that ~o the !=Olony of Algeria. These are 
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all important matters. The Arabs are beginning to move in the colonies 
co~trolled by the J:r~nch; they are going to send out a special ~litical 
pohcy and . to s~bmxt It to the members of the Arab League and it 1s also 
to be commuruc_ated to U.N.O. In other words, the once illiterate Arab 
now considers himself a fit and proper person to be represented _at U.N.O. 
Once you have the whole of the Middle East formulating a policy for _the 
Arabs there, then you have to .begin to take notice. It is no use saymg 
tha~ it ?oes. not. matter; it is no use burying our heads in the sand _and 
saymg 1t will die out and not be effective because the Arabs are m a 
special position. They are somewhat like 'the Russians: they can start 
where we have left off; · thel can at least gain all the advantages ~at 
accrue from the knowledge o our trade union movement; they can decide 
to pattern themselves upon it or not pattern themselves upon it. . In 
Morocco the Ar~~s are handing themselves into a strong trade un~on 
m_ovement. Tumsxa also has its trade union. It is a little place we thi~ 
abo1;1t only when ~e ?Pen a box of d:3-tes. The average Britisher (not tlus 
audience, b~cause It is ?eeply interested in these problems) feel~ no con
cern about 1t; he has _his own domestic problems; he is wondenng what 
his own Government is going to do next. He aoes not worry about Tunis 
exc_ept to wonder w~ether or not he will get from there his box of dates 
at Christmas; he thinks that is the end-all and be-all of Tunis. But the 
Arabs there_ held -their. first annual conference on· January 21, 1947. A 
conference of trade_ umon leaders in Tunis is rather remarkable. They 
are going to start di~cussing a forty-hour week for civil servants. I wish 
them luck, because 1£ the~e _is anybody I would like to see doing a re~l 
full week of forty h?urs 1t 1s a civil servant. (Laughter.) The Arabic 
language is the: offioal language in all the administrative offices just as 
there is the use of Arabic language in primary education. Col<:>ilel _New
co?lbe could tell you_ what should happen in regard to_ education 10 the 
Middle East. The tribesmen and their children are a big problem. 

/\s to _the politi~al s7t-up you, of course, have little to learn in regard 
to what ts hap~emng m Palestine. As you know, ther have there no 
autonomy of their own; there is no Government of Palestine by the Pales
tinians comprising both Jew and Arab or by Zionist Jews, or Jews as 
such, or A~_abs as such. That is a very vexed problem which we will not 
go into now. You have the promises made by past Governments to both 
the Arabs and the Jews, and neither side seems to be willing to give way. 
There are tens of thousands of good British lads out there trying to pre
serve law and o"i·der among folk who are not trying to preserve it for 
themselves. That is another problem arising from a lack of any concep
tion of real citizenship irrespective 0£ what one may be. We do not say 
to a man in this country, "If you are a Jew or an Arab you shall not 
vote," or " If you are a banker you shall not vote." All here 'have 3: right 
to express themselves. That is why we have the finest democracy 10 the 
world. 

Then there is the great Arab League, the Arab League which only 
two years ago came into being to formulate the eolicy for ~e whole ~£ 
the political Arab th!nkirtg world, a Lea&11e wh1~h. has decided that 1t 
shall take care collectively of all the Arabs irrespective of where they may 
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be, ,but shall at the same time stand by and support any individual Arab 
· community to· the full, and th~t League ~as d~cided to gi_ve its full a~d 

complete support_ to the Arabs m connecuon with the Jewish problem m 
Palestine. That 1s another headache. • . 

• I meet people in England so misguided as to say that if we cam~ out 
of Palestine, and the Jew and Arab went to war, there would only be· one 
person in it, and that would be the Jew. Do not get.such ideas into your 
minds. I am not taking sides, but I happen to know sufficient of the 
Arab world to realize that, spread out as they are, with their own peculiar 
ways of conducting warfare, and their ability t~ cut l~nes of commu~ica
tion and to liv.e where you and I would certamly die-all these thmgs 
have to be taken into account, especially when it come~ to g1:1errilla war
fare. I hope it may never be necessary to use force on either side ~nd th_at 
sanity will prevail, so that they get a form of government which will 
satisfy the Jews and the Arabs; _if so, it will sati~fy you_ and me._ . . 

• Then there is the Great Syna movement, with a view to bnngmg m 
the whole area covered in ancient times by the Assyrian Empire, and all 
the conflicting elements and individuals who for the moment have power 
in a big way, but not so big as if they were the heads of the Great Syria 
movement, and you have also Saudi Arabia and the rest of the Middle 
East. There is the ideology of one section as against the other even inside 
their own movement, even within the Arab League itself. That again is 
a problem. · : 

One thing which the Arab League have decided, if I understand them 
aright, is that they are against domination by any of the big Powers. 
There again difficulties arise. In yesterday's Press you saw a statement 
that the United States is lending quite a serious amount of money to 
Turkey. · If a settlement could be reached about Palestine, America ~s, 
prepared to lend an enormous amount of money to Saudi Arabia and 
Palestine for the development of oil, new pipe-lines, railways and so on.· 
You cannot expect money to be lent without guara~tees; I have never 
known enormous sums of money borrowed without the person lending 
the money having some say as to how that money is to be spent and 
where the results of the spending of it are to go. Therefore you get the 
political ideology of nationalism : people who want their country for 
themselves, but who are without the wealth to exploit it to the utmost, 
having to borrow money from ,outside, and other nations bringing their 
influence to bear because of the fact that they are putting finance into that 
particular country. That is the America.i outlook on the loan of money. 
We want to preserve our identity in the Middle East, to be assured of 
cotton and Qil supplies, and of friendship with the Middle East. 

Then there is that other great nation away up to the north of Teheran 
whose ideology is spreading throughout the trade union movement. 
Some of the younger members of this audience may ask, How can a Persian 
get ~ommunistic ideas? J:ow can Palestine trade unionists get into 
Russia? They do not go via the Black Sea or through the Caucasus into 
Russia; they get a visa into France and spend a little time studying a few 
of the so-called problems there. From France the Palestinian trade 
unionist finds a way into Russia. That is the route through which many 
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hundreds of Palestinian Arabs ·and Jews, Persians and others have found 
their way to Russia and got hold of the comm~nistic ideology ~hich is 
spreading to-day throughout the whole of the _M1~dle East: Aga\fl there 
is a clash. Are they prepared to develop constttuttonally with the help of 
British or American money, or are they prepared to ac~ept ·help by the 

• aid of the Big Stick, Russia? There you get a clash again,_ and then you 
ask a humble back-bencher like me to come and explam to you the 
prdblems of the Middle East I • 

You may wonder what the Sudanese is thinking about Egyptt_an 
domination. The Sudanese is a good type of fellow. I look upon him 
as a good soldier, and I had the privilege of serving with some of _them. 
If I were asked to ,elect a bodyguard I should choose·· a battalion of 
Sudanese. But, again, the Sudanese at points nearest to Egypt have a 
different outlook from that of the Sudanese living near to Kenya. There 
again you have a big and interesting problem. 

I want to close on the question as to which of the two methods I have 
mentioned is going to prove the more successful, and what line G.~eat 
Britain should take. It is a question of whether to proceed on lines of 
democracy or by means of force, or, as some woufd say, whether by 
means of the ballot or the bullet. It is a question as to who the people 
of the .Middle East are eventually going to look to and who they them
selves come to regard as their best friends. You may think that at the 

. moment the United States are in that position because they are lending 
money. Later it may be Russia because she may be able, if need be, to 
lend some armed force. My own opinion is that the best friend the people 
of the Middle East can turn to in the long run is Great Britain, because, 
in spite· of what some may think, I still believe in my heart of hearts that 
it will be realized that the way of life in this country, so far as constitu
~onal and _democratic opportunity of expressing_ ou~selves ~s con~e.rne?, 
1s the best m the world. Thr(?ughout the centunes, mdustnal act1v1ty m 
this country has been allowed to develop and at the same time, within 
reason (not always to the paint that the trade unions would expect, but 
within reason), the labourer has been given a fair return for the labour he 
has put into the common effort. I think the labour problems in the · 
Middle East caQ be solved by ordinary means, and especially through 
training and education. Education is a long-term palicy. As those who 
have had the opportunity of serving and mixing with the tribesmen of 
the Middle East know, it is not passible to make them into sound and 
good cititzens overnight. Many people_ in this country thought-that when 
we changed our Government eve~ythmg would come right overnight. 
It did not and could not. Such thmgs take time. · Your job and mine is 
to take every available oppo~t~nity of pas~ing on, through every,_possible 
channel, a ·knowledge of Bnash constltuttonal methods. If you happen 
to be of a political persuasion supporting the Conservatives, then pass on 
your knowledge of their activities and their way of life. It is far better 
(and I say this in spite of the fact that I happen to be oppased to the 
Conservative policy, though not to Conservatives as such) that you should 
do that than: pass on no information at all. If you ar_e a trade union 
leader, pass on knowledge of your trade union. If you liappen to be a 
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owner and the landowner's opinion of the fellahin. The system of land 
tenure in the Middle East constitutes a serious problem, but it is only one 
phase of the problems that-beset the whole of the Middle East. The clash 
is coming between those who own the land and those who till it. 

The CHAIRMAN: At the beginning of his lecture Mr. Jones said that 
he did not know whether after he had finished we would wish him to 
come back again. Of that there is no question, sir; and we hope that 
when you do come again you will give us your own views on British 
labour. I am sure you all join me in thanking Mr. Jones sincerely for 
what has been not only most deeply interesting but very instructive. 
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